
When we search out the Nature of Time, what we find is an illusion.      That illusion obscures our view, of 
a reality that defines time, the past, and the future, as ideas without existence in reality.    Time does not 
exist, according to this view of reality, time is an illusion.      We need to see beneath this illusion, we need 
to perceive reality for what it is. 
                       When we perceive reality as timeless, we gain the ability to discern what`s right, and 
what`s wrong, in our culture`s interpretations of time.     We can take the knowledge that time doesn`t 
exist, and use it to remove the time variable from equations where it ought not to be. 
                       Time has never existed in reality.      When we remove time from our view of reality, the 
world remains the same.    What we are changing is our way of thinking.      People once thought the 
world was flat.     They were wrong of course, and when they found out, the world didn`t change.     Only 
the way they thought of the world changed. 
                       When we see the world without time, we see the same world, but the framework of our 
perspective removes the past and future, and leaves us permanently in the present.     
                        A way to know if you are accurately imagining the world without time, is to consider that 
mystical statement, that there is only the now.      If it sounds as vague and nebulous as most 
explanations of time related issues, then you are still struggling.     If it makes obvious sense, you`ve got 
it. 
                        There are two sides to the question of the Nature of Time.     There is the illusion itself, and 
then there is the accurate view of reality, that the illusion has kept hidden. 
                        The basis of our shared illusion, is our rotating planet.     Our natural state in reality, is to 
be travelling at a surface speed of 1,600 kilometres per hour.     Our time systems are based on this 
motion.     At the root of our deception, we take this motion as our time.     As the world turns, we see the 
real and constant effects of that motion in seamless concert with our clocks.     This constant evidence of 
change validates our clocks, and our clocks mark the passage of time.     We live on our clock, it`s motion 
is our time.     The marriage of the physical rotational motion, with our systems of time keeping, sets the 
stage for the illusion to occur.       The ingredient that creates the illusion of time, and binds us to it, is our 
consciousness. 
                     As conscious human beings, we communicate in reference to the past and future, all the 
time.     Every communication we have is imbued with some sense of time, and it`s usually not about the 
present.     Our conscious minds need the past and future to make sense of the world, and to make sense 
with each other.       It is in our consciousness that we find time.     It is the only place time exists.     It is 
the stuff that fills in the blank.      Our sense of time passing, our deep down feeling that time flows, our 
ability to dance, comes from a sense of timing.       It is within us, and we err when we bestow the 
passage of time upon a world, in which time doesn`t exist. 
                     In blinding ourselves to reality, we miss a lot of obvious things.     Take time travel for 
example.      When there is no such thing as time, there is no time to travel through.        There is no past 
to visit, or future somewhere out there.     The whole idea of time travel gets simplified.    Even the 
universe seems less complex.     When we don`t have any past or future times out there, we don`t need 
to find other dimensions or universes where these other times might be housed.    Nor do we need 
wormholes to link up. 
                    In the state of reality, that the illusion has obscured, there is no time passing.    Things just 
happen.     Life goes on.     There is no arrow of time, there is no such thing as time.     There is an arrow 
of time, within the illusion we share of time passing. 
                   In reality without time, things happen normally.     We bestow our sense of time on their 
happening.     We have a problem similar to the king`s, who`s touch turned everything into gold.     We 
bestow everything we perceive, with time. 
 


